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noise:	 turbo-machinery, airframe, and the 	 interaction noise of the jet blowing on the
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effects, and aircraft forward speed effects.	 Noise reduction concepts are described,
including	 slowing down the jet flow field by devices and engine cycle modifications,
stt,'uctural	 geometry and	 shielding modifications,	 local	 flow field modifications of
the passive and active type,	 and the absorption of noise.	 It	 is concluded	 that,
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN BLOWN FLAP NOISE TECHNOLOGY
By John S. Gibson
Lock heed-Geargia Company
Marietta, Georgia 30063, USA
I
Abstract
There is considerable ef&s,t underway in the development
of blown-flop powered-li:t systems of the lower surface
blowing (LSB) and upper surface blowing (USB) types. Pro-
posed community noise criteria, for powered-lift aircraft
using these systems, require that they be quieter than
today's transports. The noise technology relating to
blown-flap systems is reviewed in this paper. There are
three general sources of noise: turbo-machinery, airframe,
and the interaction noise o f the jet blowing on the flaps.
T'se latter noise-aciurce area is the most critical and the
main subject discussed here. Characteris t ics of LSB and
USB systems are described, including noise spectra, direc-
tivity, jet velocity characteristics, aircraft geometric
variation effects, and aircraft forward speed effects.
Noise reduction concepts are described, including slowing
down the jet flow field by devices and engine cycle
mod:fication , , s!ructL"Cl 5e"e!ry and shielding modifica-
tions, local flow field modificaticos of the passive and act-
i-ve type, and the absorption of noise. It is concluded that,
while there has been consideroble progress in the past
s^verol years, we still have much to learn, and that low
noise characteristics in blown flap aircraft must be largely
"built in" by better application of low noise principles
during the design.
Introduction
In the past few years, several attempts have been made to
define noise criteria for future STOL or short-houl aircraft,
including studies by several government and industry g oups
These efforts have resulted in numerous pro posed schemes of
aircraft noise criteria, such as not exceeding a y5 EPNdS
limit on o 500-foot (152.4 m) sideline or not exceeding a
one-squore-mile 90 EPtJd6 footprint on the ground
One U.S. Government Activity which put forth sortie noise
criteria numbers similar in magnitude to those just mention-
ed, but in terms of the existing U. S. (FAR 36) and Inter-
national (ICAO k,NNEX 16) noise requirements, was the
NASA/FAA ^7ivi! Aeronaur.cs Research and Development
(CARD) study in 1971 (1) . This study proposed noise levels
by 1981 for all new-type transport aircraft ranging from 10
to 21 EPNdB below the cu r rent limits, as shown in Figure 1.
For the expected first generaCon of turbofan powered-lift
STOL transports, the proposed noise criteria range from 79
EPNd8 to about E5 EPNdB of the FAR 36 measuring points.
These criteria numbers were proposed on the assumption that
new near -city -center "STOL Ports" would be in operation
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by 198). However, due to economic, energy, and en-
vironmental problems, it appears rival the first turbofan
short ho,,' transports will operate from conventional existing
airports for some time to come. Consequently, the defini-
tion of realistic and meaningful noise criteria continues to
be an unresolved problem. In any case, it is generally
believed that new powered-lift, short-haul aircraft will
have to be considerably quieter than today's overage trans-
port to achieve public acceptance. To this erid, several
powered-lift technology prog r ams ore underway r o better
define the noise chorecteristics of these new types of turbo-
fan aircroft, and to devise workable noise minimization
and reduction methods for them.
The purpose of this paper is to review briefly some of the
recent work on determin i ng the uniq,e no i se source and
system characteristics, and the development of noise reduc-
tion concepts for the two a-1 -molly blown flop types of
powered-liit system, which are usually referred to us the
lower surface blown (LSB' and the upper sur face blown
(USB) systems.
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Figure 1. Community Noise Criteria
Noise Sources
Enqine Noise
Sources of noise generated within the turbofan engine
4
Yare common to all aircraft. These include compressor and
fan noise, turbine noise, and care engine noise (combus-
tion and internal flow noise), as illustrated in Figure 2.
Noise from the fan and primary jet flows, common to
conventiona l turbofan aircraft, becomes highly modified
and intensified in blown fic;.s systems as described in the
fallowing two sections.
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Figure 2. Turbofan . Engine Noise Sources
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Figure 3. LSb Flow Field and NoIs4 Sources
USB Jet Flow Field Noise
Flow field and potential noise source areas in USB sys-
tems are shown in Figure 4. The some basic source areas
can exist here, although in modified form in some cases.
In most USB systems, impingement does not exist (it does
exist in cases of downward-vectored nozzles from a pylon-
munted engine above the wing). Scrubbing and whole-
body reactions do exist, but They are usually less severe
than for LSB due to The smoother inflow to the wing and
flap. Trailing-edge flow separation and the resulting
shear-layer turbulence are probably more severe than for
LSB due to the non-moving or slow-moving ambient air on
J
s
LSB Je t Flow Field Noise the bottom of the flap.	 In fact, trailing-edge shear-
The jet flow field and possible noise source areas in an layer noise is believed to be the predominant source in
LSB system (2 )are shown in Figure 3.	 Potential noise USB systems (for example, see Reference 3 through 6).
sources consist of several basic types- (o) jet Impingement Recent advances in knowledge of basic shear layers (7) are
on wing and flap sections; (6) jet flow scrubbing over sur- providing improved understanding of this important noise
faces (small-scale turbulence scrubbing noise may not pro- source.	 Jet mixing in the vicinity of the flaps and in the
pagate from the surface but can be o flap structural vibra- wake is basically similar to that of an LSB system.
	 Aero-
tion and sonic fatigue source); (c) whole-body fluctuating acoustics resonances can occur between any two insta-
aerodynamic forces, particularly on individual flap seg- bility points in the flow system, about which more will
ments; (d) jet flow leaving the several trailing edges; (e) be said later.	 As in the case of LSB, several or all of thejet flow mixing in the vicinity of the flaps, and in the noise sources are related and usually interact with each
wake (including the flow field ed;,•e vortex rollup); and other..
(f) oero icoustic resonances between various flow and
structural elements of the system.
	
Different source mech- WHOLE BODY FLUCTUATING AERODYNAMIC FORCES
anisms may be more dominant than others, depending on AERO ACOUSTIC RESONANCES BETWEEN NOZZLE
the exact geometry and operation of the system.
	
The first AND UNSTABLE FLOW AREAS ON STRUCTURE
five sources are usually of a random, broad band nature, JET FLOW MIXINGwhile the fast is of the discrete-frequency or tone type. (INCL WAKE AND ROLLUP)
These noise source areas are all related to one another and
Interact in most cases. 	 For instance, consider noise caused
by a bundle of turbulence from the jet impacting an a flap
leading edge.	 This also causes (a) increased turbulence to
stream along the flap surfaces, (b) increased turbulence in
the jet flaw separating from the trailing edge, (c) increased FLOW 1f- PI
CT	 D T
NGEMEN7Turbulence in the wake mixing region downstream of the '^
- (IN VECTOREtrailing edge, and (d) depending on the size of the turbu-
.CASES OIJLY)
	 -	
-	
♦ -fence bundle, could cause whole-body fluctuating) lift-.
reactions.	 All of these effects can result in increased FLOW SCRUBBING
noise generation.	 In addition,: if the turbulence bundles OVER SURFACESin the jet are produced periodically, there is a good
chance of a periodic return of some energy from the im- TRAILING
pingement point to the origin of the turbulence bundle. EDGE FLOW
This would complete. a feedback loop and result in an aero- DEPARTURE
acoustic resonance which could produce tones or whistles -	
-
in the system. Figure 4.	 USB Flow Field and Noise Sources
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Airframe Nofsc
n o ditiona noise source area common to all aircraft is
that caused by the airframe itself passing through the at-
mosphere. There are actually several source areas, of
varying importan ce eependhrg on exact geometric and
R	 operational details, as indicated in Figure 5^ . These
sources ore very similar to some of the blown Hap sources,
as indicated by a comparison of Figures 3 and 4 with
figure 5.
Noise-Field Characteristics
Some of the generalized characteristics discussed here are
the authors' composites from several sources, including
those found in References 2 through 6 and 9 through 27.
These references do not represent an exhaustive list, as
there is an extensive bibliography now on this subject, but
they do represent some of the more recent work applicable
to this discussion.
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Figure 6. LSB and USB Noise Spectra
Directivity
Generalized directivity plots of overall noise levels in
the vertical fore and aft plane are given in Figure 7. The
Oa direction corresponds to the front. of the aircraft, and
the airflow arrow indicates the direction of the deflected
engine exhaust stream for both LSB and USB systems. It
is evident that in absolute terms the LSB system Fos in-
herently higher noise levels below the wing than does
the USB system - for the same nozzle area and velocity.
The differences in directivity for constant operating
conditions are due to the shielding: of USB. mixing noise
from below the wing (and vice versa for some of the LSB
mixing noise from above the wing) and the fact that more
turbulence and noise occur in the LSB system due to the
flap slots and the high iet impingement angles.
--USB
— LSB
WAKES TRAILING	 LANDING GEAR,
FROM WING,	 WHEEL WELLS, / o
AFUSELAGE AND	 DOORS 1 o f	 .10
EMPENNAGE a' t Eao'
Figure 5.	 Airframe Noise Sources AIR. FLOW 
I
r
FORE AND
'j VERTICAL PLANE
Generalized noise spectra for an observer Ender a static Figure 7. LSB and USB Overall Noise Directivities
i	 LSB and USB wing are shown in Figure 6. 	 These spectra
-	 - are for the some overall noise level for each system.	 The
Strouhal number parameters are frequency (Hz), nozzle
diameter or height,and nozzle exit velocity.	 This com-.
parison shows the general similarity of spectrum shape with
the LSB case bein g slightly greater, mainly in the high-
frequency rang;.	 This occurs primarily because some of Velocity Characteristics
°t the high-frequency let mixing type of noise, which. is The exhaust jet velocity is the major operating parameter
generated in the nixing layer above the wing for USB, is ' affecting blown flap noise.	 It affects both LSB and USB
shielded by the wing from the observer. 	 Just the opposite noise in essentially the same manner as shown in Figure B.
-	
is True in the LSB case.	 Most experimental data actually This shows that, fora given nozzle, the overall noise
3
have irregularities in the spectra, many of which are due 	 level.of'either blown-flop system increases by about 18.^^'
to refraction and reflection from model structure and sup-	 dB with a factor of two velocity increase (the familiar
ports. Since these vary from one test set-up to another, 	 sound power as  function of V6 relationship of most flow
-	 they have been smoothed out in this illustrative example.. 	 surface interactioq noise sources).]
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Figure 8. Blown Flap Noise as a Function of
Exhaust Velocity
Geometric Effects
One of the obvious geometry changes that can occur in
either system. is flop angle.. Figure 9 shown the effect for
an LSB system (14). Even with retracted flops, but with
a small amount of jet flow interaction, noise .increases
occur over that of the jet alone. This is partially due to
flow interaction and partially due to reflection of jet mix-
ing noise from the wing. As the flop angle is progressively
increased, noise levels -)regressively increase. This is due
to the increasing turbulence with flap angle and the fact
that the flow field is being turned more and more dovmward
toward the observer. Similar effects are noted for USB
cases, but the magnitudes are usually a little less.
100r	 (Ref. 14)
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Figure 9. LSB Flap Angle Effect
Many other. geometric variables affect noise spectra and
A or directivity. These include nozzle shape, nozzle im-
pingement angle, nozzle location relative to the flaps,
flap radius of curvature, and flop length. These affect
- noise to varying extents, but to review them ell here would
be unduly time-consuming, since so many variables are in-
volved. Consequently, we will confine the remainder of
LSB
' USB
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geometric effects discussion mainly to one part of an on-
going program on USB noise (28) . To show the type of
work being done, let us use the investigation of nozzle
impingement angle as an example. Figure 10 shows
surface oil flow photographs looking down on a static USB
model set-up. The pictures show the effect of 0 0 , 100,
200 , and 300 nozzle impingement angles on the surface
flow and spreadin g characteristics. At 00 , flow separa-
tion occurs prior to reaching the trailing edge. With flow
attachment (loo and up) the flow spreads markedly with
increasing nozzle angle. Notice the characteristic
separated edges of the flow Field (which roll up into the
large inward rotating vortices) for the three cases with
some flow attachment at the trailing edge. Also notice
the characteristic inward flow along each side of the flow
centerline (which rolls up into small outward rotating
vortices). Figure 11, displays Schileren photographs from
. the side of the wing for several nozzle angles (nozzle out
of view to the left). Clearly evident are the turbulent
flow field and the separation at 00 , corresponding . to the
some angle in the oil flow pictures. The total separation is
Tess at 50 , and, as indicated in the oil flows, there is
attachment over part of the trailing edge at 100 . The pie-
tures look essentially the same for 100 and greater impinge-
ment angles. In addition to these flow visualizations,
mean velocity and turbulence data (including correlations)
were obtained at the trailing edge and elsewhere for
comporisan with the corresponding noise data, to improve
understanding .
 of the noise source and the generating.
mechanissms`_
Typical noise sper, tral dare at one location (directly under
the wing) is given in Figure 12. At 00 impingement angle
(separated flow) the noise is relatively low, just a little
higher at the peak than the jet alone with no wing at all.
In this case, as was shown in the flow visualizations,
there is no flow attachment anywhere along the trailing
edge. When the nozzle angle is increased to 10 0.,	 -
flow turning and attachment do occur and the predomi-
nant trailing edge noise source and the turned down flow
field cause noise increases for an observer below the wing.
As the nozzle angle is further increased, flow spreads
rapidly (see Figure 10)becomes thinner and mixes faster,'
thereby reducing the velocity of the trailing edge and
consequently less trailing edge noise is generated.
One final note in geometric effects has to do with the
aeroacoustic resonance phenomena discussed earlier.
There are several types of these resonances, such as the
feedback of jet impingement instability energy at th -  flops
to the nozzle exit plane instability . in on LSB .system g22
Another is the feedback of instability energy from a
trailing edge to the nozzle exit plane instability. This is
dramatically illustrated for certain configurations of
flat flops as shown in Figure 13( 6), The upper port of the
figure shows a shodowgroph of a non-resonance condition,
where the shear layer appears rather random with only a
hint of periodic structure. When the flap is extended to a
critical length (flop length to nozzle height ratio of 6.85
at a jet velocity of Mach 0.9 in this particular case) the
appearance of obvious large-scale periodic vortices in the
lower shear layer are evident. Further, the beginning of
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the vortex formation appears to be coming from the upper
shear layer, above the flop, thus leading to the idea flat
some trailing-edge instability energy of aerodynamic or
acoustic origin is completing o resonance loop with the
instobility of the upper side of the nozzle exit plane- The
corresponding noise spectra for both cases are given in
Figure 14. The shirt flop rose has the broadband random
appearance of typical blown flop noise which generally
sounds like ordinary jet noise. The critical flap iength
case has pure-tone noise (fundamental and sevelol har-
n"nics) in oddition to the broadband noise, as inuicated
in the lower half of Figure )4. These pure tones
correspond t:) the periodic vortex shedding frequencies
shown in the pres• ious figure.
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Figure 12. Effect of USR Nozzle Impingement Angle
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Figure 13. Shodowgroph Photographs of Periodic
Flow Conditions
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Figure 14. Noise Spectra of Periodic Flow Conditions
Forward Speed E ffects
Recent experimental work has shown t hat aircraft forward
speed does reduce noise directly under an LSB or USB type
of aircraft. Data trends, generalized from several experi-
mental projects conducted in wind tunnels (for example,
see references 2, 12 and 23 through 27) are shown in
Figure 15. The trends shown are for high-frequency noise
(above the peak in the noise spectra) which corresponds to
the maximum annoyance range on fvll-scale aircraft.
Larger reductions ore noted in many cases in the low-fre-
quency range at model stole, which may be less important
of full scale. The referenced programs and others reveal
that forward speed effects of o.her angles in the vertical
and horizontal planes vary from that shown, and in some
cases result in noise increases. Some of these effects ore
due to directivity shifts due to noise field distortion, while
others are functions of the changing turbulence-related
noise sources.
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Figure 15. Forward Speed Effects
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Figure 16. Engine Cycle Variation on Blown Flop Noise
Structural Geometry Modifications
In LSB systems, flap angles, nozzle-to-flop distances,
number of flap slots, and associated features are variables
that can be optimized for lowest noise, provided aircraft
performance is not unduly compromised. In USB systems,
characteristics such as nozzle impingement angle,
location on the wing, and flap length and angle , are
important parameters to tow noise optimization of the
blown-flap noise sources. In addition, the placement of
the engine exhaust nozzle and the definition of flap angles.
and length are important from fli p internal engine noise
standpoints. These sources (aft fan, turbine, core engine)
can be partially shielded from the ground due to the wing
and flap structure (Refs. 34, 35, 36).. The exact structural
geometry involved "eterm: es how much noise is diffracted
around the wing and flap struc.-ire to the community below.
A. typical example of the shieldil g effect on off fan noise
is shown in Figure 17.
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Noise Reduction
While the state of the art is advancing rapidly, there
is still much to be learned about the nature of actual
generating mccharisnn In blown flap systems. Even though
many of the details of the sources are not yet known, them
are several ways to approach noise control. The first is to
control basic jet flow characteristics by nozzle design or
basic engine cycle changes. The second is to optimize the
basic nozzle/wing/flap geometry or the aerodynamic
design of the flap sections for lowest noise. The third is•to
locally modify the flow field, such as reducing turbulence
of the trailing edges by secondary blowing, vortex genera-
lors, or trailing edge design. The fourth category is to
absorb noise or turbulence energy by acoustically ireoted
flap surfaces or ejector nozzle shrouds. All of these
approaches attempt to reduce noise generation a; the source,
chanfta the frequency of noise to a less sensitive frequency
range, absorb noise energy, or change the directional
characteristics of radiated noise to a less critical condition.
There is also a fifth approach which is applicable to blown
flap aircraft: increasing the distance between the aircraft
and Ilia community. Since powered-lift, short-haul aircraft
will be capable of high takeoff and landing path angles,
this approach will be nwre effective compared with conven-
tional aircraft.
Since the first four approaches are similar in application to
bath LSB.and USB systems and relate to noise reduction at or
near the 35urce, discussions of these approaches ore pre-
sented below. As with the work described in the previous
section, numerous investigative projects are completed and
underway. Some of the generalizations have been drawn
from several sources, including References 2 end 26 thru
33,
Jet Flow Modifications
As discussed previously, the jet flow velocity Is of prime
importance. The jet velocity of a given engine can be
reduced by using mixer nozzle designs that Increase the
rates of jet mixing with life atmosphere (a technique
further described in the section on absorption.) Care
must be exercised, however, to be sure that the increased
turbulence on the flaps due to increased mixing does not
offset the mean'velocityreduction effect. If the engine
cycle itself is a variable in a new aircraft design, a ran
bypass ratio or fan nozzle pressure ratio can be chosen that
will result in a low fan jet velocity. Figure 16 shows a
generalized curve of the change in perceived noise level(PNdB) for a blown flop type aircraft as a function of jet
velocity for a constant amount of thrust. This curve is
for a fixed distance from the aircraft. In actual practice,
as the jet velocity is reduced by increasing the fan bypass
ratio, the turbofan engine itself is growing larger and
heavier. The larger weight andthe increased drag due to
the larger engine size will result in some loss of takeoff
altitude for the some thrust. Thus, the aircraft would
actually be a little closer to the ground observer and the
full benefit of the reduced source noise would not be
achieved. It is clearly evident that the effect on aircraft
aerodynam+c performance. is a problem that must be taken
into account in a complete aircral • noise reduction design
itudy.
..Figure 17. Fan Noise Shielding by a Wing
In general, with respect to either high-lift system,
structural modifications that help to reduce mean velocities
and/or turbulence levels on the structure (particularly
trailing .edges for USB) are beneficial and could reduce flap`
noise up to 3 to 4 PNdB without undue performance losses.	 a-•
Also, it has been found that elimination of perfectly .
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symmctn icoI flow field and geometric orrongements ( •.'x =.i as
skewing the trailing edge slightly with respect to the nozzle
exit plane) usually reduces or eliminates aero-ncoustic
resorsunce effects. If. USB systems, efforts should also be
made to achleve maximum shielding benefits for internal
engine noise.
Local Flow Field Modifications
These moidificotions are of two types, passive and
active. The passive are situcturol in nature and consist of
flop surface treatment with material to absorb turbulence
energy, (coding-edge t reatment to reduce impacts and
turbulence generation, and trailing-edge treatment to e-
duce turbulence ampliFication during flow seporatior.
Such treatment material; art- made of porous metal pe , -
foraled metals or plastics, and compliont motericrs such as
r ubber. Trailing edges con be made from some of these
materials or of various irregular or serrated designs to eose
shear-loyer velocity gradients and turbulence generation.
Several types of treatment used for trailing-edges (2,26)
are shown in Figure 18. In other approaches, rows of
small surface-mounted vortex gen-rotors have been installed
to induce faster mixing and lower surface and trailing edge
velocities, the surface has been roughened For the saine
reasons, or the flow has been made more random at the
trailing edge.
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figure 18. Typical Passive Trailinq Edge Modifications
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The active type of modification consists of the use of
blowing of suction on the flops for svrfoce boundary layer
Of trailing-edge shear-loyer control. One such expr;ri-
menta I se ► s •p con be seen in figure 19 for a triple-t lotted
LSB system (2,26). In this case, blowing a'. • as inrru-
duced sponwrse at the trailing edge of the third flop section
through a p lenum in the flop, fed by air pipes o r the ends
of the flops as shown. Similar approaches have been Wed
for USB s y stems, where they are generally more eff-ctive
since ►roiling edge noise is more predominan t for USB.
Various modifications have resulted in up to 2 to 3 PNdB
• eductions without seriously impo:ting aircraft performance.
r
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Figure 19,	 roiling Edge Blowing on on 	 LSB System
4bso.ption of Noise
he various forms of flop treatment for turbulence oosorp-
tion or dissipation, discussed under the heading of Flow
Field Modifications, also absorbs some noise and reduces
noise reflection from the otherwise hard floo surfaces. The
purely noise benefits may be small in this case compared
with the turbulence reduction effects. Another concept
where noise absorption is effect^ve is in an acoustically
lined or treated .jector shroud around the jet nozzle. Such
a configurotion, which is actually a combination absorber
and mixer, is depicted in Figure 20 for an LSB test article
(2,26). In this photograph, the viewer 's loon ing of the boc+
side of a triple-slotted flap system and is looking into the
acoustically treated ylindrical ejector which is mounted
around the exhaust plane of (- multi-lobed engine nozzle.
The multi-lobed nozzle by itse l f would create more high-
Frequency jet noise than on oi4inory round nozzle. How-
ever, high-frequency jet noise is obsorbed in the ejector
lining (perforoled metal, similar to that shown in Figure 18)
and the combination of lobed nozzle mixing and ejector
mixing slows the jet flow (30°c) such that mid- and low-
frequency jet mixing noise is reduced at the source, and
flop impingement and trailing-edge velocities are lowered,
thus also reducing blown-flop noise. The results of the +est
illustroted would reduce the noise of an LSB aircraft by 4
•
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to 7 PNdB, with slight improvements in flap turning effic-
iency and thrust for takeoff. However, aircraft performance
would deteriorate rapidly with increasing aircraft speed,
and the ejector shroud would hove to be stowed in cruise.
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Figure 20, Acoust-ically Treated Ejector Shroud Installation
Concluding Remarks
There is can ently some confusion and controversy regard-
ing exactly which sources are most important, the mathe-
maticol representation of some sources, and practical noise
reduction approaches. However, there are quite d few in-
stitutions, companies, and individuals at work on the various
problems, and the overall technology field is improving
rapidly. We have com p a Ion way since the pioneering
work of Mcglinvi and Hubbard 37) in 1958, but there is
still mush to Seam. Continuing effort is needed on all the
technical avers discussed to resolve current questions and
to evolve a unified understanding of i.lown-flap noise
phenomena.
It is obvious that built-in, low-noise design will require
complete engine3air-frame compatibility and integration.
During on aircraft design, the whole blown-flap system
must be examined and evaluated simultaneously from the
standpoints of aircraft performance, fuel economy, and
noise to achieve a viable product. Today's economic,
energy, and environmental conditions have resulted in the
desire for aircraft that are slower, more saving of fuel,
and quieter. Fortunately, efforts to realize each of these
desires are headed in the same direction, and they tend
to reinforce each other for the first time on aviation history.
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